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Abstract: Car front facing style (CFFS) recognition is crucial to enhancing a company’s market
competitiveness and brand image. However, there is a problem impeding its development: with the
sudden increase in style design information, the traditional methods, based on feature calculation, are
insufficient to quickly handle style analysis with a large volume of data. Therefore, we introduced a
deep feature-based machine learning approach to solve the problem. Datasets are the basis of machine
learning, but there is a lack of references for car style data annotations, which can lead to unreliable
style data annotation. Therefore, a CFFS recognition method was proposed for machine-learning data
annotation. Specifically, this study proposes a hierarchical model for analyzing CFFS style from the
morphological perspective of layout, surface, graphics, and line. Based on the quantitative percentage
of the three elements of style, this paper categorizes the CFFS into eight basic types of style and
distinguishes the styles by expert analysis to summarize the characteristics of each layout, shape
surface, and graphics. We use imagery diagrams and typical CFFS examples and characteristic laws
of each style as annotation references to guide manual annotation data. This investigation established
a CFFS dataset with eight types of style. The method was evaluated from a design perspective;
we found that the accuracy obtained when using this method for CFFS data annotation exceeded
that obtained when not using this method by 32.03%. Meanwhile, we used Vgg19, ResNet, ViT,
MAE, and MLP-Mixer, five classic classifiers, to classify the dataset; the average accuracy rates were
76.75%, 78.47%, 78.07%, 75.80%, and 81.06%. This method effectively transforms human design
knowledge into machine-understandable structured knowledge. There is a symmetric transformation
of knowledge in the computer-aided design process, providing a reference for machine learning to
deal with abstract style problems.

Keywords: car-facing morphology; style perception; style quantification; data annotation; machine-
learning; computational intelligence in industrial design; symmetry

1. Introduction

The emotional embodiment and psychological satisfaction of products have become
decisive factors in the consumer’s decision to purchase products. Style is an effective
way to convey emotions, and style features convey products’ implicit social and cultural
information, enabling people to experience their “spiritual function” in addition to their
“material function.” In the field of car design, if car companies can strategically predict
the style trends of car forms and use style positioning to shape their brand image, they
can take the initiative regarding the target market [1]. The car design industry usually
has two design strategies: single-driven and market-driven. Car companies such as Audi,
BMW, and Mercedes-Benz use a single-driver strategy to attract target groups by establish-
ing iconic design features to form similar styles, while car manufacturers such as Toyota,
Honda, and Hyundai, which use a market-driven strategy, create multiple design styles
based on the needs of different market segments. Despite the importance of style in market
strategies, traditional morphological style analysis relies primarily on designers’ subjective
experience and relies on perceptual intuition.
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Faced with the increasing speed of market renewal and the sudden increase in style
design information, how to quickly and effectively analyze car-style trends has been a
concern for the car design industry. Traditional methods of car-style analysis can no longer
be quickly and effectively evaluated [2,3]. Given the development of artificial intelligence
(AI) and big data, machine learning is introduced to turn design problems into computing
problems. AI can independently explore new forms and structures and find meaningful
associations by learning from a large sample of design data, and some data-based, logical
design tasks can be efficiently performed by machines. Thus, car styles can be predicted
and analyzed using machine-learning methods. However, a major problem with using
such methods is ensuring that the machine understands and recognizes the car style and
design [4,5]. This is particularly challenging because car-style information is ambiguous
and complex, and machines do not understand a car style. If a machine-learning approach
is used, the lack of car-style annotation references and the manual annotation of car-
style samples will be influenced by personal, subjective imagery, which tends to lead to
unreliable training data and directly affects the accuracy of machine-style recognition. To
teach machines to understand and accurately recognize car style, this study investigates the
following three aspects: (i) how can designers’ cognitive experience of style be converted
into structured knowledge that machines can understand? (ii) How can the car-facing
style dataset be annotated to minimize the error rate? (iii) How can the effectiveness of the
style-recognition annotation method be verified in this paper?

To address this challenge, we propose a hierarchical analysis model of car-facing
style features, which identifies the style at four levels: layout, surfacing, graphics, and line.
Specifically, to study designers’ cognition patterns regarding car-facing morphological style,
we conducted a study on the cognitive elements of car-facing style and cars’ morphological
deconstruction methods through a literature review and observation analysis. To convert
the cognitive design elements of car-facing style into machine-understandable elements, we
first introduced the “line-type” analysis method to identify the key features of the car-facing
and then proposed three style elements. Second, Python was introduced to quantify the
pixel-point ratio of the three style elements. As a result, a basis for classifying the eight style
categories was obtained. Following this, the typical features of each type of car-front facing
style (CFFS) were extracted as an annotation reference. Furthermore, we established a link
between morphological style and stylistic semantics and named each style category. Finally,
dataset annotation experiments were designed. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed
CFFS data annotation method, we validated it from two perspectives: style perception and
analysis evaluation and machine classification experiments.

In summary, this study’s main contributions are as follows. First, a data-annotation-
oriented hierarchical analysis model was proposed for the morphological style features
of CFFS. The model forms an effective guideline for machine-learning interventions in
the study of CFFS analysis, which helps to reduce the machine-learning datasets that are
required and improve the efficiency of machine learning while achieving the same machine-
learning effect. Second, a style-recognition method of machine-learning data was proposed
for CFFS annotation. In the field of AI design, design data are not readable by machines and
require transformation into machine-understandable structured data. Therefore, for the
machine identification of CFFS, this method distills designers’ understanding of style into
design knowledge, seeks the typicality in different style categories, and converts them into
a data-structured annotation method that data annotators can use to annotate the machine-
learned data. Third, according to this method, a CFFS dataset is constructed, which provides
opportunities for exploring the problem of machine classification and the identification of
car styles or machine generation of cars with specified styles. Simultaneously, based on the
CFFS dataset, car companies can use machine-learning methods to predict CFFSs, and then
quickly and effectively locate the target market.

This study’s general structure is as follows: Section 2 is the related literature review.
Section 3 discusses the construction of the style hierarchy analysis model and the basic
principle of the style annotation method for car-facing styles. Section 4 focuses on a
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quantitative analysis of car-frontal styles and proposes eight types of styles, establishing
a reference for style annotation. Section 5 presents the annotation data, and Section 6
verifies the validity of the annotation method. Section 7 discusses the related experimental
results. Finally, we discuss our approach’s limitations and research implications and
identify possible directions for future work.

2. Related Work
2.1. Car-Facing Style Cognition

If a set of characteristics is repeated in many products, it is considered a style. People’s
intuitive perception of automotive style is mainly derived from visual information, and the
most direct form of visual interaction is form. Stylistic perception is a type of information-
processing that manifests itself in the user’s observation of objects and their comparison
with personal experience and mental architecture. According to Gestalt psychology, people
perceive things in such a way that the whole comes first, and then the part, and the
whole surpasses the part. Holistic perception is the basic principle of people’s visual
cognition, but the whole is not the sum of the accumulated parts [6]. According to Danish
psychologist Edgar Rubin, visual perceptual activity is preceded by a selective perception
of the background and a graphic distinction of the object as a whole, where the thing that
is being gazed at is highlighted to form a graphic, and other things around it are blurred
due to insufficient perception, which plays a role in the formation of background [7]. A
car-facing is a gestalt with multiple layers of graphics, and people perceive style through
the overall shape of the car-facing. In the “figure-bottom” relationship of the car-facing, the
designer obtains various perceptions through the facing’s volume contour and composition
layout. From attention to graphic features such as headlights, fog lights, grilles, and
bumpers, the style is subdivided by interpreting key design elements such as spatial vision,
the line-surfacing relationship, proportional scale, and feature configuration between the
hood prism, bumper line, and their graphic features (Figure 1). When a style is used as an
organizing principle, we can apply and reshape it in a specific way to execute a specific
design behavior [8].
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Figure 1. Key morphological features of the automobile facing.

2.2. Style Quantification Calculation

A quantitative style is defined as a numerical analysis of the measurable or calculable
design features that embody a product’s style. Styles encompass the form, relationships,
and quantity of common characteristic elements; thus, analytical techniques are often
used to specify some intrinsically interesting connections between design styles. Three
commonly used quantitative methods exist to compute style.

Design feature analysis aims to quantify the key features of style, and Cheunet argues
that the car-shape style comprises ten key feature curves [9]. To classify styles, Bluntzer
proposed the singularity hypothesis, which states that singularities can identify character-
istic car style lines. Its application showed that a geometric difference exists between the
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characteristic lines of French cars and those of German cars [10]. By numerically measuring
the similarity of car-styling designs, Hyun analyzed car-brand style trends. Shape grammar
is a very common method of morphological analysis and generation that helps in the
analysis of the derivation process of initial morphogenesis [11]. Shape grammars have been
used in car exterior morphology design [12]. Although shape grammars cannot numerically
quantify morphology, they can attempt to measure style based on the similarity between
morphological features and derivation rules. Machines can accumulate knowledge and
quickly perform calculations. The machine converts the quantitative analysis problem of
style into a classification problem. Li proposed a method for analyzing car styling based
on machine learning that effectively identifies brand style consistency without relying on
expert experience [5]. Wang used deep learning techniques to evaluate the styling evolution
of two car brands, Dodge and Jagua [13].

2.3. Machine Learning for Automobile Design

In the car-design field, Pei proposed a deep convolutional generative adversarial
network-based car-styling design model to achieve the rapid generation of innovative
styling solutions through automatic computer design [14]. Xia developed an automotive
styling design tool based on deep learning, establishing an enantiomorphic relationship
between deep-learning algorithms and design elements [15]. The inclusion of intelligent
design in car product development has attracted academic attention, mainly in the form
of more research results on generative techniques, such as generative adversarial network
family-style research, while the inclusion of machine learning in automotive styling design
failed to form an effective approach and lacks professional design metrics. Although
machine-learning algorithms are used as a basis for developing intelligent design, basic
research lacks a correlation with design knowledge and methods.

2.4. Car-Style Datasets

To support the CFFS classification, a car-style dataset that meets the task criteria
needs to be found. Some basic car-classification datasets already exist in computer vision
recognition research [16], whose style features cannot be accurately extracted and fully
perceived for various objective reasons, as shown in Table 1. For the problem of the stylistic
evolution of different car brands, Wang constructed a car-type image dataset (CTI dataset)
and a car-design feature dataset (CDF dataset) [13]. As previous studies showed that CFFS
has a greater impact on the user’s visual perception, Li constructed a car frontal styling
database (CFSDB), which presents the front view of a car to address the brand issue [5].
However, this dataset is not labeled with style information. Therefore, to achieve our
task, a specific CFFS dataset needs to be constructed. Annotation is needed to solve a
basic problem in this dataset: given a car-front facing image, how does the designer name
the style?

Table 1. Comparison of our dataset with existing car datasets.

Dataset Applicable Task Data Form Dataset Features Category Sample Size

Fine-grained
car dataset [16]

Fine-grained car
classification Image Large-scale, all cars in

the same view

Seven categories
(sedan, SUV,

coupe, convertible,
pickup, hatchback,

and wagon)

16.185

CFSDB dataset [13] Car brand style
classification Image

Front view of the car,
mainly focusing on the

headlights, grille,
and bumper

Sedans (22 brands)
and SUVs

(21 brands)
8.167
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Table 1. Cont.

Dataset Applicable Task Data Form Dataset Features Category Sample Size

Car type image dataset
(CTI dataset) [13]

Predicted brand or
period style
classification

Image

The Dodge images are
from 1942 to 1970 and
the Jaguar images are

from 1938 to 1969

Two brands
(Dodge and Jaguar) 7.248

Car design features
dataset (CDF dataset) [5] Statistical analysis Image

Car design features for
streamlined style and
modern-style car, CDF
dataset’s cars include

American and
British brands

Dodge and Jaguar 55

Our dataset (car-front
style dataset, CFFS

dataset) [5]

Style classification,
creative generation,

designer–user
communication

Image + Text
Annotation

Car front image
with label

Eight style
categories 7.228

3. Methodology

In this paper, we propose a style annotation method for machine-learning data an-
notation of car-front facings, with the goal of converting the designer’s abstract cognitive
knowledge of CFFS into machine-understandable structured data by using data annotation
to achieve the automatic machine recognition of CFFS. Therefore, the style data annotation
method is a means to ensure effective human–machine communication (Figure 2). The
structure of this transformation process is symmetric.
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3.1. Hierarchical Analysis of the Stylistic Features of the Car’s Facing Form

The cognition of the car facing is the process of forming knowledge through analysis;
in other words, the overall form of the car facing is divided into a hierarchical and related
three-dimensional car-style feature system. According to the composition of the car form,
the car-style features can be divided into four levels: layout, surfacing, graphics, and
line (Figure 3). Layout is the morphological organizational relationship between graphic
features and the whole and graphic features with each other, which is an important element
of style formation. Surfacing and graphic features are the direct expressions that motivate
the automobile’s facing style.
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3.1.1. Identifying the Style of Car Facings Based on “Line-Type” Analysis

A line is an important basis for identifying the car facing style through lines’ different
angles with the shapes of different style imagery. The different lines can show the richness
of the modeling language of car facing design, the curvature and the line slope provide
different visual expressions, and the number of lines show the degree of the gathered visual
power of the automobile facing. The so-called “line” in car facing modeling does not exist,
but the visual image of the car shape shows the people’s perspective of the line’s feel. The
front surfacing of a car can be seen as a combination of countless lines; a few crucial lines
are always found, and their form and spatial composition directly affect the style of a car
facing [17]. The “line-shape” analysis method can be completed in two basic steps, key line
determination and “line-shape” analysis, to analyze the style of a car facing [18].

Key Characteristic Lines of a Car Facing

To avoid subjectivity when selecting key characteristic lines of car facings, we used the
video observation method to summarize and analyze the process of drawing lines when
designing car-front facings. Considering the macroscopic analysis of the overall shape of a
car facing, all elements of the car facing style can be converted into key lines that describe
their morphological features and the relationships between them: contour lines, fractal
lines, and polygonal lines (Figure 4).
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• The contour line is the most typical line among all the lines on a car facing because it
determines the style, such as SUV or sedan, or rounded or rigid.

• The fractal line is the dividing line that forms the front facing covering.
• The polygonal line is included in some detail or local form analyses and includes some

important sharp lines.

Key Feature Line for Solving the Three Elements of Composition Style

Designers are more sensitive to the curvature characteristics of lines and surfacings
than ordinary people. For a long time, designers have conceptually divided the lines
that affect the shape into line segments with monotonic curvature to obtain aesthetically
pleasing forms, and the curvature and slope of the line and the number of separate segments
with monotonic curvature are the smallest units that express the aesthetic intent of the
design [19]. Corner, s-shaped, and break lines can describe the form’s characteristics [20].
Next, from the designer’s perspective, defining the meaning of shape description terms,
such as radius, straight/flat, and s-shaped, is necessary to modify the appearance shape by
adding or subtracting lines with corresponding characteristics [21]. Based on this approach,
we deconstruct the key lines of the car-front facing form (Figure 4) and propose three
elements of the car facing form’s style, containing rounded lines, sharp lines, and straight
lines. This provides a new form of style description.

• Rounded line: a curve with a rounded radius. The larger the radius, the smaller the
curve radius, and the straighter it tends to be.

• Sharp lines: turning lines with sharp corners or sloping lines; the greater the slope, the
stronger its visual sense.

• Straight line: a horizontal or vertical line.

Analysis of the Proportion of the Three Elemental Components of Style

Styles can be considered a function of the design process and a common set of
attributes. We believe that a car facing comprises a basic straight line superimposed
with varying degrees of rounded and sharp lines. The core of the car facing style is the
“line-type” relationship.

The goal is to achieve an analysis of style by looking at the proportion of three-
element components of the car facing style. First, following the style scale, the proportional
relationship of style feature lines that conform to the design of car facings in recent years
should be filtered out. We used a three-point scale (0–2) to count the car facing morphology
style formed by combining three style elements. We used the three-level scale because this
principle can form 3 × 3 × 3 = 27 styles; this number is moderate, and screening is easy.
Using a matrix description, we obtained

S =
[
S1 S2 · · · Sn

]
=

 s11 · · · s1n
... sij

...
sm1 · · · smn

 (1)

where S is an m × n matrix that describes the scale of n-dimensional features divided
into m discrete point quantities. Here, S is named the style description matrix of the
automobile front facing morphology, and Sj represents the dimensional features. This
study uses a style description matrix divided into three discrete point quantities of three-
dimensional feature scales (straight, sharp, and rounded lines), that is, m = 3, n = 3, where
i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , m}, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}, sij ∈ {0, 1, 2}.

In the basic compositional relationship of the car facing morphology, feature points
accumulate to form feature lines, feature lines close to form feature surfacings, and fea-
ture points are the smallest primitives that form the car style [22]. A pixel point, which
demonstrates a certain area and is numerically countable, is the smallest unit of a digital
image [23]. Therefore, calculating the proportion of straight, sharp, and rounded lines in
the automobile facing form to the total pixels of the three style elements can obtain the
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pattern between different styles, forming a basis for the numerical labeling of the scale.
Therefore, we need to extract the vector of different colors for the three style elements and
calculate the pixel points. The extraction principles are as follows: 1© The extracted parts
include the car facing’s outer contour lines, the contour lines of the graphic features inside
the car facing, and the obvious folds (prismatic lines, fading lines). 2© The extracted images
have white as the background and no other superfluous color blocks. 3© Red lines represent
straight lines, yellow lines represent sharp lines, and blue lines represent rounded lines.
The ratio of the number of pixels of the different colored lines to the total number of pixels
of all lines is as follows:

R = Pi/P; i = 1, 2, 3, (2)

where R is the ratio of the three style elements, P is the total number of pixels in the three
style elements, Pi is the number of pixels in style element i, and i = 1 denotes straight lines,
i = 2 denotes sharp lines, and i = 3 denotes rounded lines.

The car facing can form different styles by altering the proportion of the three style
elements. Styles are given labels, and the meaning of these labels is negotiated by the
crowd. Therefore, the style annotation rules for the car facing form were set by the design
expert panel as Style(R1, R2, R3). R1, R2, and R3 denote the relative proportion of straight,
sharp, and rounded lines, respectively, in the car facing to the three style elements, which
can be described by 0, 1, and 2. A quantity of “0” means almost nothing; a small degree of
proportion, “1,” means some; and “2” means more components. However, the individual
understanding of the values “0,” “1,” and “2” differs and is still subjectively influenced
by the individual. Therefore, further quantification is necessary. In this quantitative
analysis, after obtaining the pixel proportion data of the three style elements, descriptive
statistics combined with the SPSS software were used to determine the range of the relative
proportions of “0,” “1,” and “2” to obtain the quantitative annotation standard of car facing
style for machine learning and guide the machine-learning data annotation.

3.1.2. Graphical Feature Analysis

Considering the characteristics of the graphic features formed by combining the three
style elements is an important way of analyzing the style. Different articulations of the three
style elements can constitute different graphic features. Cars of the same brand can present
different styles, and the adjustment of their position, curvature, proportion, and direction
can present the novelty of each style. Therefore, in the process of machine recognition of car
facing styles among different style categories, we need to extract typical features to form a
basis for machine-learning classification results, and the learning of other non-common
novelty features can be used to promote machine learning when referring to the diversity
of car facing styles.

3.1.3. Analysis of the Layout Relationship Based on “Graphic” and “Line”

The “graphic-bottom” relationship between the headlights, grille, air intake, bumper,
and hood produces different styles. The closed forms of headlights, air intakes, and grilles
can easily become graphics, and the turning point between the hood surfacing and the
bumper surfacing is not a functional structural line, but its form reflects the most basic
features of the front facing form and is closely related to the car style; thus, it can be
regarded as a “line.” Therefore, the visual coordination between the graphic features
of the car facing and the overall visual relationship can be summarized as the visual
relationship between “graphic” and “line.” In this paper, we analyze the layout relationship
between headlights, grilles, and air inlets by using “graphic” and “line” as one of the style
classification references.

3.1.4. Surfacing Analysis

A car form surfacing is a modeling surfacing that wraps around the automobile body.
Form surfacings exhibit strong stylistic beauty. When an aerodynamic performance is
pursued, curved surfacings are used more often. When returning to simplicity and ratio-
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nality, flat surfacings are more frequently used. At the feature level, we focus on physical
properties and light and shadow to describe the automobile facing. Physical properties
reflect the facing’s concavity and curvature, while light and shadow can effectively reflect
the automobile’s sense of space and hierarchy. Therefore, the surfacing is also the main
basis for identifying a car style.

3.2. Choice of Stylistic Imagery Words

Next, stylistic imagery is a term used to describe the perceptual description of a car
form and how designers discuss form attributes to convey their design intent. The style
words in this study were derived from studies in the literature [24,25], which gathered
words that describe car style morphology and set aside those unrelated to morphology.
Using focus groups, design experts can select the descriptors from these adjectives that best
match the style categories in this paper as morphological style words (Table 2).

Table 2. Morphological style adjectives.

Morphological Style Adjectives

Soft Geometric Dynamic Future Sharp Slick Robust Delicate
Exact Avant-garde Balanced Peaceful Radical Combative Rigid Stretched

Solemn Plump Brief Complex Muscular Aggressive

3.3. Experimental Design of Car-Front Facing Multistyle Dataset Annotation

The experimental design of the multiple style data annotation of the car-front facing is
as follows:

Annotation reference setting: To avoid the influence of personal subjective experience
on style data annotation, this experiment requires design experts to provide one set of
imagery boards for each style type and two typical samples as a comparison paradigm,
which helps to perceive and understand styles, and then provide a copy of the knowledge
of morphological features of eight style types (line—surfacing—layout—graphic features)
for annotators to learn. The two are combined for data annotation.

Data sampling:The sampling category contained traditional fuel cars and new energy
electric vehicles. The sample images were obtained from Dongfeng Motor’s design database.
The output standard was an orthogonal front view, all the data sampling was adjusted to a
grayscale map, and the background was changed to white.

Subjects: Finding the right experts to perceive and analyze the automobiles’ style
is the most challenging task in the quantitative style annotation method for car facing
morphology. The experts were chosen based on their senior design practice experience,
and three of them had completed a whole-car design. These three experts participated in
the method study to objectively present this paper’s method. In total, 20 design experts
were invited to participate in this study, 10 experts participated in the method study,
and 10 experts participated in the method evaluation session. To annotate the car facing
style more effectively, the study’s data annotators used industrial design students, who
could learn the data annotation rules more efficiently. Next, this experiment assigned five
students to each style category, and these students only needed to learn the annotation
rules for this category. To reduce errors in style annotations, the design students’ learning
outcomes were assessed, and only those who passed the assessment were allowed to
perform style annotations.

Annotation process: First, for this process it was necessary to number the car-front
facing image data samples to facilitate the later verification of results. This experiment’s
annotation took the form of a hierarchical annotation audit. The first layer was annotat-
ing the original data. The second layer was screening the annotated style samples for
multicategory overlap; if the annotator encountered difficulties in style identification, the
samples could be handed over to design experts for judgment. The third layer was to invite
two designers involved in the method of this study to quickly review the annotation results
of various styles and adjust them.
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3.4. Annotation Method Validation
3.4.1. CFFS Perception and Analysis Evaluation

Markman and Gentner argue that the style evaluation model is a quick judgment of
style similarity based on spatial and overall views [26]. In this study, we used controlled
experiments to explore the rate of agreement between the results of design experts’ percep-
tion categories and the annotation results that were obtained, using the style identification
method for car-front facing morphology studied in this paper and the annotation results
obtained without using the method in this paper.

3.4.2. Machine-Learning Classification of CFFS

The machine-learning understanding of the task is expressed as the machine-learning
interpretation of the data, and the process of machine recognition can be translated into the
machine classification output of a car-front facing morphological style. The CFFS dataset
was used in the machine classification experiment, and five classification models with
different functional principles were used as classification networks: Vgg19, ResNet, ViT,
MAE, and MLP-Mixer. The output was converted into style category probabilities using
Softmax processing with the multiple classification problem, and the style category with
the highest probability was formulated for the classification results.

4. Symmetric Transformation of Style Knowledge to Structured Annotation
4.1. Quantification of the Proportion of the Three Elements of Style
4.1.1. Eight Styles Derived from Three Elements of Style

We filtered out the proportional relationships of the style features to fit the design of
car-front facings in recent years. In this paper, a three-level (0, 1, and 2) style scale with
three-dimensional features (straight, sharp, and rounded lines) was selected, resulting in
27 styles (Table 3). Ten professional car designers were invited to evaluate the styles based
on the distribution of the values of the three levels in the table, summed into behavioral
units. For example, a sum of “000” is 0, indicating that the proportion of straight, sharp,
and rounded lines on the car facing is 0. Of course, this type of car does not exist. Similarly,
line distributions with a sum of 1 and 2 are both nonexistent. In addition, the line with a
sum of 3 is outside the scope of this study because the design elements are too simple and
do not conform to the aesthetic rules of design in the car industry at present. In addition,
two special combinations exist: “022” and “222”. The former disagrees with the basic rules
of car design because the proportion of straight lines is 0, and the design of the car facing is
further designed based on straight lines. “The latter has three style elements, two of which
are too cumbersome, have no prominent visual focus, and do not agree with the existing
design aesthetic rules of cars.” Therefore, these two situations do not exist. After screening
by design experts, the relative composition ratios of the three elements of the final eight
style categories are described as A (112), B (121), C (202), D (220), E (211), F (212), G (221),
and H (122).

To define the eight style categories, we collected 400 images of popular car facings
from 36 car brands in recent years from the design database of Dongfeng Motor. First,
400 experimental samples of car facing images were numbered, and the key feature lines
that affect the perception of car facing styles were extracted into three categories of decon-
structed vectors: straight, sharp, and rounded lines (Figure 5). Second, Python was used to
calculate the ratio of the number of pixels in each color to the total number of pixels in each
image. We classified the 400 images into eight types of styles based on the proportion rules
of straight, sharp, and rounded lines (Table 4).
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Table 3. The three elements of style are derived into eight styles (quantitative table).

NO. Straight Line Sharp Line Rounded Line Sum Designer
Evaluation

1 0 0 0 0 Does not exist
2 0 0 1 1 Does not exist
3 0 1 0 1 Does not exist
4 1 0 0 1 Does not exist
5 0 0 2 2 Does not exist
6 0 2 0 2 Does not exist
7 2 0 0 2 Does not exist
8 0 1 1 2 Does not exist
9 1 1 0 2 Does not exist

10 1 0 1 2 Does not exist
11 1 1 1 3 Stable
12 0 2 1 3 Sharp (Rounded)
13 1 2 0 3 Sharp (Straight)
14 2 0 1 3 Straight (Rounded)
15 2 1 0 3 Straight (Sharp)
16 0 1 2 3 Rounded (Straight)
17 1 0 2 3 Rounded (Sharp)
18 0 2 2 4 Does not exist
19 1 1 2 4 A
20 1 2 1 4 B
21 2 0 2 4 C
22 2 2 0 4 D
23 2 1 1 4 E
24 2 1 2 5 F
25 2 2 1 5 G
26 1 2 2 5 H
27 2 2 2 6 Stable
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Table 4. The data statistics of the number of pixel points as a percentage of the three elements of the
style by Python.

No. Total Feature
Points Red Points Red Point

Percentage Yellow Points Yellow Point
Percentage Blue Points Blue Point

Percentage

1 8421 1240 14.72% 4574 54.32% 2607 30.96%
2 9188 1816 19.76% 4799 52.23% 2573 28.01%
3 9924 3081 31.05% 4535 45.70% 2308 23.25%
4 11,388 3378 29.66% 3547 31.15% 4463 39.19%
5 6428 1646 25.61% 2618 40.73% 2164 33.66%
6 8167 919 11.25% 4894 59.92% 2354 28.83%
7 36,616 7908 21.60% 17,055 46.58% 11,653 31.82%
8 22,924 5120 22.33% 9807 42.78% 7997 34.89%
9 31,741 7510 23.66% 17,425 54.90% 6806 21.44%

10 6568 1589 24.19% 2376 36.18% 2603 39.63%
11 7935 3332 41.99% 2334 29.41% 2269 28.60%
12 11,388 3378 29.66% 3547 31.15% 4463 39.19%
13 10,881 4594 42.22% 3650 33.54% 2637 24.24%
14 10,139 4700 46.36% 3491 34.43% 1948 19.21%
15 5953 2200 36.96% 1435 24.11% 2318 38.93%
16 11,496 6404 55.71% 3077 26.77% 2015 17.52%
17 10,417 1795 17.23% 2970 28.51% 5652 54.26%
18 7870 1692 21.50% 1472 18.70% 4706 59.80%
19 8439 1506 17.85% 3814 45.19% 3119 36.96%
20 6424 1813 28.22% 1502 23.38% 3109 48.40%
21 6885 2500 36.31% 2016 29.28% 2369 34.41%
22 11,912 5947 49.92% 3264 27.40% 2701 22.68%
23 27,451 14,853 54.11% 7340 26.74% 5258 19.15%
24 25,138 12,045 47.92% 6288 25.01% 6805 27.07%
25 22,319 8094 36.27% 4091 18.33% 10,134 45.40%
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

400 38,627 24,778 64.15% 6935 17.95% 6914 17.90%

4.1.2. Quantification of the Proportion of the Three Elements of Style in Eight Styles

To avoid the influence of personal subjective imagery in the car style annotation
process, we needed to establish a uniform standard for the manual annotation of machine-
learning data and further quantify the annotation range of “0,” “1,” and “2”. Since “0”
indicates a few degrees, it is easy to distinguish. Therefore, only the ranges of “1” and “2”
need to be quantified.

First, the eight styles are divided into two cases in which the sum of the three style
elements is four and five for behavioral units. Subsequently, the classification is continued,
following the cases where the sum is four or five, and the ratio of the three elements of the
style is one or two, resulting in 12 categories (Table 5).

Table 5. Classification of the three elements of style annotated “1” and”2.”

Object Class Category Represent Sample Size

Proportion of three
elements of car-front

facing style

Sum = 4

Straight line scale = 1 (121)(112) 50
Straight line scale = 2 (202)(220)(211) 50
Sharp line scale = 1 (211)(112) 50
Sharp line scale = 2 (121)(220) 50

Rounded Line scale = 1 (121)(211) 50
Rounded Line scale = 2 (112)(202) 50

Sum = 5

Straight line scale = 1 (122) 50
Straight line scale = 2 (212)(221) 50
Sharp line scale = 1 (212) 50
Sharp line scale = 2 (122)(221) 50

Rounded Line scale = 1 (221) 50
Rounded Line scale = 2 (212)(122) 50
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Second, based on Section 4.1.1, a large number of car facing images were acquired,
and Python was used to calculate the percentage of the three style element pixels, obtaining
up to 50 datapoints in each of the 12 categories.

Furthermore, the three style element pixels share data for each category and were
preprocessed into two decimal places.

Finally, the descriptive statistical distribution of the data for each category was per-
formed using the SPSS software to obtain a predicted range of “1” and “2” under the
12 categories, which guided the data labeling for machine learning.

4.1.3. Quantitative Results for the Three Elements of Style as a Percentage of “0,” “1,”
and “2”

By calculating the percentage of pixel points (recorded as 100 when the percentage
is 100%) of the three style elements for 50 pieces of data in 12 categories using Python,
the descriptive distribution statistics were performed for cases where the percentages
of the three style elements were “1” and “2”. The following 12 results are presented in
Figure 6. Due to the overall fluctuations in each data type, too many grouping histograms
were jagged, and too few grouping histograms were unresponsive to the distribution state.
Table 6 shows the results of the data analysis after calculating the group distance to obtain
the data distribution statistics grouping interval of 2.5.
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Table 6. Results of quantitative analysis of the proportion of the three style elements.

NO. Group Categories Start Value End Value Mean Median Maximum
Value

Minimal
Value

1 Sum = 5,
Straight line scale = 1 15 27.5 22.23 22.31 26.09 17.23

2 Sum = 4, Straight line scale = 1 17.5 35 25.77 25.60 34.88 19.76
3 Sum = 5, Straight line scale = 2 35 50 41.34 41.21 49.23 35.23
4 Sum = 4, Straight line scale = 2 45 57.5 50.35 50.23 55.71 44.36
5 Sum = 5, Sharp line scale = 1 15 27.5 21.79 21.49 26 17.11
6 Sum = 4, Sharp line scale = 1 17.5 27.5 22.95 23.65 26.77 17.85
7 Sum = 5, Sharp line scale = 2 35 55 41.64 40.62 54.32 36.70
8 Sum = 4, Sharp line scale = 2 40 60 50.67 51.17 59.63 41.09
9 Sum = 5, Rounded line scale = 1 15 27.25 21.54 21.53 25.21 17.41
10 Sum = 4, Rounded line scale = 1 17.25 27.25 22.78 23.03 26.01 17.53
11 Sum = 5, Rounded line scale = 2 35 45 40.77 40.94 44.88 35.66
12 Sum = 4, Rounded line scale = 2 45 60 51.41 51.65 58.62 45.12

After analyzing the above results, the quantified reference range of “1” and “2” was
chosen as the interval between the maximum and minimum values, which can help people
better feel and understand the car facing style. However, two styles, C (202) and D (220), are
special, where the quantification method of “0” is the minimum value of 0, 100 minus the
sum of the minimum values of the other two style elements is the maximum value of the
style element, represented by “0” (Table 7). The style distribution is described in Figure 7.

Table 7. Reference ranges for three elements of eight styles.

Style Proportion
Three Elements of Style

Straight Line Sharp Line Rounded Line

A
Ratio 1 1 2

Reference range (%) 19.76–34.88% 17.85–26.77% 45.12–58.62%

B
Ratio 1 2 1

Reference range (%) 19.76–34.88% 41.09–59.63% 17.53–26.01%

C
Ratio 2 0 2

Reference range (%) 44.36–55.71% 0–10.52% 45.12–58.62%

D
Ratio 2 2 0

Reference range (%) 44.36–55.71% 41.09%−59.63% 0–14.55%

E
Ratio 2 1 1

Reference range (%) 44.36–55.71% 17.85–26.77% 17.53–26.01%

F
Ratio 2 1 2

Reference range (%) 35.23–49.23% 17.11–26% 35.66–44.88%

G
Ratio 2 2 1

Reference range (%) 35.23–49.23% 36.70–54.32% 17.41–25.21%

H
Ratio 1 2 2

Reference range (%) 17.23–26.09% 36.70–54.32% 35.66–44.88%
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4.2. Analysis of the Layout Relationship of the Eight Style Types

Layouts can positively organize graphic features and conform to the laws of visual
perception, which helps in the interpretation of the styles. The expert analysis of the
layouts of the eight style categories showed that the layout arrangement was significant in
expressing the style (Figure 8).

4.3. Analysis of the Graphic Characteristics of Eight Style Types

To further elaborate on the morphological features of car facings of eight styles, we
invited 10 design experts to analyze the line-shape, size, and angle characteristics of car
facing graphic features in focus groups (Figure 9).

4.4. Analysis of Eight Types of Style Surfacing Relationships

The surfacing shape contains rich styling information. Therefore, key facings can be
divided into groups according to the most easily perceived parts of the car facing. Figure 10
shows the shape surfacing characteristics of various styles after the experts’ summary
and analysis.

4.5. Mapping the Relationship between Car Front Facings and Stylistic Imagery

For correlation pairing, 10 experts filtered the words that best matched the morpho-
logical characteristics of the eight style categories from the morphological style lexicon in
Table 2. The descriptions of the eight style categories for CFFS obtained after focus group
discussion are shown in Table 8.

Table 8. Eight CFFS categories.

Style A Style B Style C Style D

Plump (112) Radical (121) Peaceful (202) Rigid (220)

Style E Style F Style G Style H
Solemn (211) Stretched (212) Avant-grade (221) Dynamic (122)
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5. CFFS Annotation
5.1. Data Annotation Process

Furthermore, imagery can “relate” to different styles. In this study, different types
of figures were selected as imagery according to the different feelings conveyed by the
eight styles, and two typical examples were selected for each of the eight styles (Figure 11).
In addition, 40 data annotators were divided into eight groups, and each group was
responsible for annotating one style. Each group of annotators only learned the car facing
styles (Section 4) in the category that they needed to annotate as a reference. The design
experts reviewed the style annotation results. Figure 12 shows the annotation process.
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5.2. Data Annotation Results

To facilitate the computer reading of the image styles, the style names were used
as annotation labels (Figure 13). Finally, we constructed a multiple style dataset with
7228 car-front facing images and style semantic annotations for car-front facing morphology.
This dataset contained eight style types, and Figure 14 shows the dataset structure.
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6. Validation Results of CFFS Annotation Methods
6.1. Design Knowledge-Based Evaluation of Annotation Results

To explore whether the proposed method can reduce the error rate in CFFS data
annotation, we adopted a controlled experiment. Twenty unlabeled car-front facing images
were randomly selected and sequentially numbered. In the control group, five industrial
design students who were not involved in the style-data annotation work were invited
to annotate the car-front facing images, and we only provided them with the names of
the eight style types; no further information was provided. In the experimental group,
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we taught the style-data annotation method to these five industrial design students and
provided style-data annotation references. Their annotation process strictly followed the
annotation procedure. Meanwhile, we invited 10 automotive design experts to select the
style vocabulary that best represented the perception of imagery from the eight categories
of style vocabulary as the style assessment of the front facing morphological images of the
car. Following this, we matched the evaluation results of each design expert with the data
annotation results of each industrial design student and calculated the accuracy rate of the
quantitative annotation of CFFS (Figure 15).
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Figure 15. Experimental results of car-front style annotation.

Following the experimental results of the quantitative style-annotation evaluation,
the accuracy of the data annotation results guided by the method proposed in this paper
exceeded that of the data results annotated without this method by 34.03%. This shows
the effectiveness of the proposed method, which can objectively guide a large amount of
data labeling for machine learning, thus avoiding the problem of unobjective data labeling
results due to human subjectivity.

6.2. Machine-Learning-Based Car-Front Style Image Classification

In this experiment, five classical classifiers (Vgg19, ResNet, ViT, MAE, and MLP-
Mixer) were used to perform a multiple style classification task on CFFS. The CFFS dataset
was used to perform this classification task; 70% of each style category was used as the
training set, and 30% of the image samples were used as the test set. The hardware for
this experiment was an NVIDIA RTX 3060 Ti, 8 G GPU. The model was built using Keras.
The training was performed using the Adam optimization algorithm with a learning rate
of 0.0001, a batch size of 64, and 1000 iterations. The experiment’s aim was to verify
whether the dataset labeled with the data annotation method enabled the machine to
perform the classification task, and thus verify whether the machine understood the car-
front facing morphology style. Therefore, we chose accuracy as the criterion to evaluate the
classification performance of the five classifiers. Figure 16 shows the classification accuracy
results of the five classifiers for the eight style categories.
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Figure 16. Machine-learning classification accuracy.

The average accuracy of MAE was 76.75%, MLP-Mixer was 78.47%, ResNet was
78.07%, Vgg-19 was 75.80%, and VIT was 81.06% using machine learning to classify car-
front style experiments. All of these can handle the style classification task of car-front
facing morphology images, indicating that the CFFS dataset constructed by the style
data annotation method can be applied to various classification networks. However,
the classification accuracy of the five classification models still demonstrates room for
improvement. Therefore, three aspects can be investigated in future research: constructing
personalized classification models for CFFS tasks, expanding the number of datasets, and
verifying the quality of style data annotation.

7. Discussion

As shown in the study of Li [5], Wang [13] and Ostrosi [21], the CFFS is related, the
style does not exist in isolation, and the interior of the style is continuous. Therefore, a
method for recognizing the CFFS is proposed, discussing the layout relation, shape surface
features, graphic features, and proportion of the three style elements. The first three levels
are a superficial interpretation of the car style. The proportion of the three elements of the
style is an essential interpretation of the CFFS. The line can be regarded as the “relation” of
the form style.

If we take lines as the original form of the design and increase or decrease the propor-
tion of the three elements of style on the basic form, we can realize the style conversion of
different categories, which is also an effective method of style innovation design. Figure 17
illustrates the distribution of the three elements of the eight styles. Figure 15 shows the
transformation of the three style elements. This paper transforms the three elements of style
that sum to “4” into elements of style that sum to “5,” and vice versa. At the same time,
it is also possible to identify the complex superimposition transformation of “Increase”
and “Decrease” to realize the transformation between any two types of styles. During the
conversion process, it is important to note the relative proportions of the style elements in
the different categories (Table 7). An example is that from plump (112) to stretched (212)
when the transformation is only needed in the plump style on the basis of an additional
straight line, and plump (112) to dynamic (122) when the transformation involves adding
an extra sharp line to the plump style, as shown in Figure 18, which transforms the sum of
the three elements of style from “4” to “5”.
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To explain the relationship between the proportion of the three elements of style and
the style more intuitively, the representative samples of stretched (212), Mercedes-Benz
and peaceful (202), Bentley, were selected and compared (Figure 19). The two sample cars
have the same layout. The shape surfaces are full, simple, and smooth. However, the
graphic features of the two cars are different. Mercedes uses rounded lines and sharp lines
to express the graphic features, while Bentley uses circular lights, and there is a circular
expression grid in the square. This might look similar, but the type and composition of the
lines used in the design could represent different styles. Lines are the essence of car design.
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8. Conclusions

Fundamentally, we propose translating the experience of design experts into a data
annotation reference, which is helpful to objectively guide manual machine-learning data
annotation and improve the quality of machine learning. This is an interesting research
work that translates human knowledge into machine knowledge in a symmetrical way.
In other words, “symmetry” is used to emphasize a consistent approach to knowledge in
computer-aided design.

To study the quantitative annotation method of CCFS for machine learning, this paper
proposes four levels of a style feature analysis of a car-front face: layout, surface, graph-
ics, and lines. From the “line-type” classification CCFS, the other three element levels
were overlaid for recognition. In this paper, a three-point scale was used to record the
proportion of three elements in the style. By analyzing the layout, surface, and graphic
features of each style, eight styles, plump (112), radical (121), peaceful (202), rigid (220),
solemn (211), stretched (212), dynamic (122), and avant-garde (221), were established.
Based on this annotation reference, we annotated some of the CCFS data to evaluate the
quantitative method. The method was evaluated from a design perspective. The accu-
racy of annotation improved for each subject, as follows: 65.37→ 86.92, 46.34→ 85.47,
46.73→ 83.78, 60.57→ 90.45, 54.72→ 87.26 . Meanwhile, we used five classic classifiers,
Vgg19, ResNet, ViT, MAE, and MLP-Mixer, to classify the dataset; the average accuracy
rates were 76.75%, 78.47%, 78.07%, 75.80%, and 81.06%. The results proved that this quanti-
tative annotation method is reliable and applicable to the recognition of new energy electric
vehicle styles and traditional fuel automobiles.

This study also has some limitations. We chose a three-point scale to record the
percentages of the three style elements and, after sifting, the final eight styles were selected
to describe the car-front facing, which is only a rough classification of styles. If a five-point
scale is used, a seven-point scale will form more styles, which is an interesting approach.
In addition, this paper only establishes a style annotation reference objectively based only
on morphological deconstruction. However, there are also other elements that affect style
perception, such as color, texture, and material, and a multidimensional, knowledge-driven
style-annotation method should be systematically proposed in future research. Again, in
this paper, we selected the dominant style as the data annotation from the morphology
perspective, but the car style has multiple characteristics, and exploring the relationship
between multiple car styles and user perceptions is the key to winning the car market.
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The present study is equally relevant. This study could be an important step in
the deep integration of design knowledge into machine learning. The quantitative style
annotation method in this study is not only applicable to the style annotation of car faces
but also to the style annotation of any group of industrial products. This quantitative
annotation method is jointly applicable to traditional fuel cars and new energy electric
vehicles, and car enterprises can build different car style datasets according to the actual
task requirements based on the method proposed in this paper and conduct machine
learning model training to complete intelligent design work, such as the rapid machine
identification of car styles, machine prediction of car style trends, and the generation of
multiple car shapes according to specified styles, which helps car companies to quickly
position themselves in the market and seek innovative design opportunities.
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